Serger Workshop
Trio Top
Supply List
Class is March 2, 9:30- noon. $25.00.
Class 2 can be Sunday March 10th 11-3:00 $40.00 or it can be 2.5 hrs.(11:00-1:30) $25.00.
I assume some students will need 3-2.5 classes. Or we can make each class more time.
April is the Sewing Expo.
Pattern: The Sewing Workshop: Trio T-Shirt, Top & Pants
Sort sleeved top, back yoke, small tailored collar and neckband. I have previously made the t-shirt in class. It
is a nice fitting shirt. Pattern runs large.
Sample: XSmall
Fabric: I used a knit. Suggested fabrics on pattern: lt.-med. weight rayon, polyester, silk, tweed.
Notions
8- 1/2" buttons, tissue paper or medical exam paper and Solvey stabilizer (water soluble clear stabilizer)
1 yd. fusible interfacing (knit tricot)
4 spools of thread to match fabric
Top-stitch thread to blend or contrast w/ fabric
SewkeysE knit or woven stay tape (depends on your choice of fabric).
Wonder Tape optional for hem
Supplies: Sharp straight pins & scissors, sharp needles (size 80 light wt fabrics, size 90 on mid weight
fabric), fabric marker that will show on your fabric, seam gauge, seam riper.
Cotton Pressing cloth (not an option), any sewing item that you have found helpful.
You will need a sewing machine for basting & top-stitching. Or I will have 2 store sewing machines to use.
Basting and Staystitching can be done at home before class.
Prepwork to be done before class, if you are comfortable.
1. pre-wash fabric.
2. Cut out pattern & fabric.
3. There are many markings on the pattern pieces. You need to mark all dots and notches.
4. Cut notches out, not into your fabric.
5. Fusible tricot interfacing. (2) Front Facings
(1) Collar
(1) Collar Stand
(1)1" x length of Front. Will give stability to area buttons are attached.
6. Basting & Staystitching
Bring scrape fabric from your Top. We will be trying stitches and testing buttonholes.
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